Fresh Youth Initiatives (FYI) Named a 2014 Daily Point of Light

New York, NY – Fresh Youth Initiatives (FYI) has been selected as a 2014 Daily Point of Light honoree. The Daily Point of Light Award was established to recognize the power of individuals and groups to spark change and improve the world by President George H. W. Bush. Through this recognition, Points of Light, the world’s largest organization dedicated to volunteer service, has recognized FYI’s dedication to service and called FYI a “shining point in [our] community.”

FYI’s Executive Director Steve Ramos said, “We are truly honored by this recognition. Knowing that President Bush and Points of Light are committed to encouraging everyday citizens to impact their communities is a tremendous support to the work we do with our young people here at FYI.”

About Fresh Youth Initiatives (FYI): Founded in 1993, FYI is a second home to more than 300 young people ages 10-18 each year. Collectively, FYI youth provide more than 10,000 hours of service to the community annually. FYI complements its community service core with academic support, arts and cultural enrichment activities, exposure to meaningful new experiences, and personal guidance from our staff.
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